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Abstract. Association rule mining, studied for over ten years in the literature of data mining, aims to help
enterprises with sophisticated decision making, but the resulting rules typically cannot be directly applied and
require further processing. In this paper, we propose a method for actionable recommendations from itemset
analysis and investigate an application of the concepts of association rules—maximal-profit item selection with
cross-selling effect (MPIS). This problem is about choosing a subset of items which can give the maximal profit
with the consideration of cross-selling effect. A simple approach to this problem is shown to be NP-hard. A new
approach is proposed with consideration of the loss rule—a rule similar to the association rule—to model the
cross-selling effect. We show that MPIS can be approximated by a quadratic programming problem. We also
propose a greedy approach and a genetic algorithm to deal with this problem. Experiments are conducted, which
show that our proposed approaches are highly effective and efficient.
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1. Introduction22

Data mining technology, as one of the strong pillars in CRM (Customer Relationship

Pub: Pls.
provide
dates.

23
Management), plays a vital role in business expansion. By knowing customer behavior24
based on past records, increased profits from cross-selling and other business strategies25
can be achieved. The behaviour in terms of sales transactions is considered significant26
(Blischok, 1995). Data mining on such transactions is called market basket analysis. We27
consider the scenario of a supermarket or a large store. Typically there are a lot of different28
items offered, and the amount of transactions can be very large. For instance, Hedberg29
(1995) reports that the American supermarket chain Wal-Mart keeps about 20 million30
sales transactions per day. This vast amount of data requires sophisticated methods in the31
analysis.32

Decision making in the business sector is considered one of the critical tasks in data33
mining. There is a study in Kleinberg et al. (1998) on the utility of data mining for34
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such problems, which proposes a framework based on optimization for the evaluation 35
of data mining operations. The general decision making problem is considered as a max- 36
imization problem as follows: maxx∈D

∑
i∈CG(x, yi ) where D is the set of all possible 37

decisions in the domain problem (e.g. inventory control), C is the set of customers, yi 38
is the data or history we have on customer i , and G(x, yi ) is the utility (benefit) from 39
a decision x and yi . However, with a further investigation of such decision problems, 40
we notice that we are in fact dealing with a maximization problem of the following 41
form: 42

max
x∈D

G(x, Y ) (1)

where Y is the set of all yi , or the set of data and history collected about all customers. 43
The above form is more appropriate when there are correlations among the behaviours of 44
customers (e.g. cross-selling - the purchase of one item is related to the purchase of another 45
item), or when there are interactions among the customers themselves (e.g. viral marketing, 46
or marketing by word-of-month among customers). Such effects can be uncovered only by 47
extracting patterns in Y and we cannot determine G() based on each single customer alone. 48

The problem under investigation in this paper is about such a problem: optimal product 49
selection (Brijs et al., 1999, 2000; Wang and Su, 2002; Wong et al., 2003). The problem 50
is to find a subset of the products to be discontinued so that the profit can be maximized. 51
The formulation of the problem considers the important factor of cross-selling which is 52
the influence of some products on the sales of other products. The cross-selling factor is 53
embedded into the calculation of the maximum profit gain from a decision. This factor can 54
be obtained from an analysis of the history of transactions kept from previous sales which 55
corresponds to the set Y in formulation (1). 1 56

Association rule mining (Agrawal et al., 1993) aims at understanding the relationships 57
among items in transactions or market baskets. However, it is generally true that the asso- 58
ciation rules in themselves do not serve the end purpose of the business people. We believe 59
that association rules can aid in more specific targets. Recently, some researchers (Brijs 60
et al., 1999) suggest that association rules can be used in the item selection problem with 61
the consideration of relationships among items. Here we follow this line of work in what we 62
consider as investigations of the application of data mining in the decision-making process 63
of an enterprise. 64

We study the problem of Maximal-Profit Item Selection with cross-selling effect (MPIS) 65
(Wong et al., 2003). MPIS is the problem of finding a set of J items with the consideration 66
of the cross-selling effect such that the total profit from the item selection is maximized, 67
where J is an input parameter. We assume that a history of transaction records is given for 68
uncovering customer behaviours. We show that a simple version of this problem is NP-hard. 69
We model the cross-selling factor with a special kind of association rule called loss rule. 70
The rule is of the form I → ♦d , where I is an item and d is a set of items, and ♦d means 71
the purchase of any items in d . This loss rule helps to estimate the loss in profit of item I 72
if all items in d are missing after the selection. The rule corresponds to the cross-selling 73
effect between I and d .
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To tackle this problem, we propose a quadratic programming method (QP), a heuristics74
method called MPIS Alg and a genetic algorithm (GA) approach. Some preliminary results75
for QP and MPIS Alg are shown in Wong et al. (2003). In QP, we express the total profit of76
the item selection in quadratic form and solve a quadratic optimization problem. Algorithm77
MPIS Alg is a greedy approach which uses an estimate of the benefits of the items to prune78
items iteratively for maximal-profit. From the experiment, the profitabilities of these two79
proposed algorithms are greater than that of naive approach for all data sets. On average,80
the profitability of QP and MPIS Alg is 1.33 times higher than the naive approach for the81
synthetic data set. Besides, when the number of items is large (as in the drugstore data set),82
the execution time of the best previous method, HAP (Wang and Su, 2002), is 6.5 times83
slower than MPIS Alg. This shows that the MPIS Alg is highly effective and efficient. GA84
can be viewed as an optimization method which encodes a possible solution of a problem85
in a chromosome-like data structure. The GA approach creates a number of chromosomes86
in a population and finds a solution by rearranging the chromosomes in the population.87
From our experiments, GA also gives high profitabilities and the efficiency is comparable88
to MPIS Alg. For some datasets in our experiments, GA out-performs MPIS Alg in both89
profitabilities and efficiency.90

2. Problem definition91

Item selection problem was first addressed by Brijs et al. (1999), (2000) and (Wang and Su,92
2002). MPIS is a problem of selecting a subset from a given set of items so that the estimated93
profit of the resulting selection is maximal among all choices. Our definition of the problem94
is close to Wang and Su (2002). Given a data set with m transactions, t1, t2, . . . , tm , and n95
items, I1, I2, . . . , In , let I = {I1, I2, . . . , In}. The profit of item I ∈ I in transaction ti is96
given by prof (I, ti ).2 Let S ⊂ I be a set of J selected items. In each transaction ti , we97
define two symbols, t ′

i and di , for the calculation of the total profit.98

t ′
i = ti ∩ S, di = ti − t ′

i (2)

t ′
i represents a set of items selected in the transaction ti while di represents a set of items99

not selected in ti . Suppose a subset S of items is chosen. In other words, some items in100
I1, . . . , In will be eliminated. The transactions t1, . . . , tm might not occur in exactly the101
same way if some items have been removed beforehand, since customers may not make102
some purchase if they know they cannot get some of the items. Therefore, the anticipated103
profit prof (I, ti ) of items in future transactions can be affected if some items are removed104
from the stock. This is caused by the cross-selling factor. Here, we assume the customers105
do not substitute for items that are not available.3 The cross-selling factor is modeled by106
csfactor(D, T ′), where D is a set of unselected items and T ′ is a set of selected items, and107
0 ≤ csfactor(D, T ′) ≤ 1. csfactor(D, T ′), is the fraction of the profit of the items in T ′108
that will be lost in a transaction if the items in D are not available and the items in T ′ are109
available. Note that the cross-selling factor can be determined in different ways. One way is110
by the domain experts. Here we advocate an alternative to derive this factor from the given111
history of transactions.112
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We define the total profit of item selection based on the given set of transactions. Roughly 113
speaking, this is given by the original profits of the transactions subtracting the profit loss 114
due to the items removed after making the selection. Assume customers react in the same 115
way if one or more of their favourite products in their choice set is removed. Thus, we 116
can handle each transaction in the same way. For each transaction, we calculate the profit 117
remained of the selected items after the selection. Then, we sum up the profit remained for 118
all the transactions. The sum is the total profit of the item selection of our problem. 119

A general formula of the total profit of item selection is shown as follows. Let prof (t ′, t) 120
be the total profit of the items in t ′ in transaction t . That is, prof (t ′, t) = ∑

I∈t ′ prof (I, t). 121

Definition 1 (Total profit of item selection). The total profit of an item selection S is given 122
by 123

P(S) =
m∑

i=1

prof (t ′
i , ti )(1 − cs f actor (di , t ′

i ))

We select a set of J items so that the total profit is the maximal among all such 124
sets. 125

For the special cases when all items in transaction ti are selected in the set S, di 126
is empty, ti will not be affected and so the profit of transaction ti would remain un- 127
changed. If no item in transaction ti is selected, then the customer could not have ex- 128
ecuted the transaction ti . t ′

i is an empty set, and the profit of transaction ti becomes 129
zero after we have made the selection. This is because, as the items in the transaction 130
would no longer be in the stock, the transaction should not appear after we have made the 131
selection. 132

For simplicity, we modify Definition 1 to Definition 2 by assuming the independence of 133
csfactors in the same transaction. For instance, there is a transaction ti = {I1, I2, I3, I4} and 134
I1 and I2 are removed. In Definition 1, the total profit is modeled as prof ({I3, I4}, ti )(1 − 135
csfactor({I1, I2}, {I3, I4})). In Definition 2, we simplify it by the summation of each item. 136
That is, 137

prof ({I3}, ti )(1 − csfactor({I1, I2}, {I3})) + prof ({I4}, ti )(1 − csfactor({I1, I2}, {I4}))

Later we shall show that the selection problem for this simplified definition is already very 138
hard. For clarify, we denote csfactor(di , {I }) by csfactor(di , I ). The simplified form of the 139
total profit of item selection is shown as follows. 140

Definition 2 (Total profit of item selection). The total profit of an item selection S is given 141
by 142

P(S) =
m∑

i=1

∑
I∈t ′

i

pro f (I, ti )(1 − csfactor(di , I ))
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Table 1. An example.

Monitor Keyboard Telephone

1 1 0

1 1 0

1 1 0

0 0 1

0 0 1

0 0 1

1 1 1

MPIS. Given a set of transactions with profits assigned to each item in each transaction,143
and the cross-selling factors, csfactor(), pick a set S of J items from all given items which144
gives a maximum profit P(S).145

Example: Suppose a shop carries office equipments of monitors, keyboards, and tele-146
phones, with profits of $1000 K, $100 K, $300 K, respectively (See Table 1). Suppose now147
the shop decides to remove one of the 3 items from its stock, the question is which two148
should we choose to keep. If we simply examine the profits, we may choose to keep monitors149
and telephones, so that the total profit is $1300 K. However, we know that there is strong150
cross-selling effect between monitor and keyboard. We can get this information from a sales151
record such as the following table of transactions, where each row records a transaction,152
with the value of 1 meaning a purchase. If the shop stops carrying keyboard, the customers153
of monitor may choose to shop elsewhere to get both items. The profit from monitor may154
drop greatly, and we may be left with profit of $300 K from telephones. If we choose to keep155
both monitors and keyboards, then the profit can be expected to be $1100 K which is higher.156
MPIS with the profit as defined in Definition 2 will give us the desired solution. Suppose157
we choose monitor and telephone. For a transaction ti , with the purchase of monitor and158
keyboard, di = {keyboard}, csfactor(di , monitor) = csfactor({keyboard}, monitor) → 1,159
and prof (monitor, ti )(1 − csfactor(di , monitor)) → 0. This example illustrates the impor-160
tance of the consideration of cross-selling factor in the profit estimation, and the usefulness161
of our definition for the determination of a selection.162

The MPIS problem is at least as difficult as the following decision problem, which we163
call the decision problem for MPIS:164

MPIS decision problem. Given a set of items and a set of transactions with profits assigned165
to each item in each transaction, a minimum benefit B, and cross-selling factors, csfactor(),166
can we pick a set S of J items such that P(S) ≥ B?167

To understand the difficulty of the problem, we consider the very simple version where168
csfactor(di , I ) = 1 for any non-empty set of di . That is, any missing item in the transaction169
will eliminate the profit of the other items. This may be a much simplified version of the170
problem, but it is still very difficult.171

Theorem 1. The maximal-profit item selection (MPIS) decision problem where csfactor172
(di , I ) = 1 for di 	= φ and csfactor(di , I ) = 0 for di = φ is NP-hard.173
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Proof: We shall transform the problem of CLIQUE to the MPIS problem. CLIQUE (Garey 174
and Johnson, 1979) is an NP-complete problem defined as follows: 175

Clique. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer K ≤ |V |, is there a subset 176
V ′ ⊆ V such that |V ′| ≥ K and every two vertices in V ′ are joined by an edge in E ? 177

The transformation from CLIQUE to the above MPIS problem is described as fol- 178
lows. Set J = K , B = K (K − 1). For each vertex v ∈ V , construct an item. For 179
each edge e ∈ E , where e = (v1, v2), create a transaction with 2 items {v1, v2}. Set 180
prof (I j , ti ) = 1, where ti is a transaction created in the above, i = 1, 2, . . . , |E |, and I j 181
is an item in ti . It is easy to see that this transformation can be constructed in polynomial 182
time. 183

Consider the case where K vertices form a complete graph in G. Let the set of cor- 184
responding items for the clique be C . That is, in the MPIS problem, each corresponding 185
item should co-exist with the other K − 1 items in C in some transactions. Let this set of 186
transactions be Tc. It is easy to see that if the set of items in the clique are chosen in the set 187
S then the profit will be B. Tc is the set of the only transactions that contribute to the profit 188
calculation. In a transaction not in Tc, if an item Ii in C exists, it co-exists with another 189
item which is not in C . Since the cs factor is 1, the profit from item Ii in the transaction is 190
0. Conversely if S is a set in the MPIS problem with benefit above B, then there must exist 191
a complete graph with at least K vertices in the CLIQUE problem. Since CLIQUE is an 192
NP-complete problem, the above MPIS problem is NP-hard. 193

3. Related work 194

Suppose we are given a set I of items, and a set of transactions. Each transaction is a 195
subset of I. An association rule has the form X → I , where X ⊆ I and I ∈ I; the 196
support of such a rule is the fraction of transactions containing all items in X and item 197
I ; the confidence for the rule is the fraction of the transactions containing all items in 198
set X that also contain item I . The problem is to find all rules with sufficient support 199
and confidence. Some of the earlier work includes Mannila et al. (1994), Agrawal and 200
Srikant (1994) and Mannila (1997). Note that in all such data mining research, it is assumed 201
that some patterns can be mined from the history of transactions and these patterns will 202
persist in the future, so that they can help to predict the customer behaviour for decision 203
making. 204

The maximal-profit item selection problem has been studied recently in Brijs et al. 205
(1999), (2000) and Wang and Su (2002) (PROFSET and HAP). In PROFSET, the cross- 206
selling effects are modeled by frequent itemsets, which are sets of items co-occurring 207
frequently. A maximal frequent itemset is a frequent itemset which does not have a frequent 208
item superset. The profit margins of maximal frequent itemsets are counted in the total 209
profit. The problem is formulated as binary programming that aims at maximizing the total 210
profit. 211

A number of drawbacks of the original PROFSET are pointed out in Wang and Su (2002): 212
(1) PROFSET is independent of the strength of the relationship between items (i.e. the level 213
of confidence).4 (2) PROFSET does not give a relative ranking of the selected items directly 214
from the objective function.5 (3) The purchase intention is not only illustrated in the maximal 215
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frequent itemsets because subsets of maximal frequent itemsets are also related to purchase216
intention, which are not considered in PROFSET.217

HAP (Wang and Su, 2002) applies the “hub-authority” profit ranking approach (Safronov218
and Parashar, 2002) to solve the maximal profit item-selection problem. Items are considered219
as vertices in a graph. A link from Ii to I j represents the cross-selling effect from Ii to I j .220
A node I j is a good authority if there are many links of the form Ii → I j with a strong221
strength of the link. The HITS algorithm (Kleinberg, 1999) is applied and the items with the222
highest resulting authorities will be the chosen items. It is shown that the result converges223
to the principal eigenvectors of a matrix defined in terms of the links, confidence values,224
and profit values. However, HAP also has some weaknesses. (1) Problems of dead ends or225
spider traps as illustrated in Ullman (2003) can arise. (2) In HAP, the authority weight of226
an item I j depends on the profit of any other item Ii with the association rule Ii → I j . It227
is possible that some items with low/zero profit gain have very high authority weights, and228
are selected by HAP. In fact the real data set we shall use in the experiments exhibits this229
phenomenon, and HAP cannot give a good solution.230

4. Cross selling effect by association rules231

So far we have introduced the idea of the problem formulation but we have not specified232
how to determine the cross-selling effect csfactor. In previous work Wang and Su (2002),233
the concept of association rules is applied to this task. Here we also apply the ideas of234
association rules for the determination of csfactor.235

We are going to estimate the possible profit from a given set of transactions. As in previous236
work on data mining, our assumption is that some patterns corresponding to customer237
behaviour can be discovered in the data set, and these patterns will remain unchanged in238
the future. Therefore, if all items are selected, the profit will remain the same since the239
customers will make similar purchases. Suppose we have made a selection S of J items240
(J < n). According to the customer behaviour, the decrease in available items may change241
the future purchases and similar transactions as the history would probably not occur in the242
future. In particular, some transaction types may be reduced in size and this leads to profit243
loss if some items in the transactions are missing.244

Consider a transaction ti in our transaction history. Suppose some item, say I , is selected in245
S but some items are not selected (i.e. di ). If there is the customer behaviour that purchasing246
I always co-occurs with the purchase of at least one element in di then it would be unlikely247
for transaction ti to exist after the selection of S. This is because ti contains I and no element248
in di after the selection, which does not follow the pattern of customer behaviour. The profit249
generated by ti from I should be removed from our estimated profit. The above customer250
behaviour can be modeled by the concepts of association rule. We model the cross-selling251
factor in the total profit of item selection csfactor(di , I ) by con f (I → ♦di ), where ♦di is252
given by the following:253

Definition 3. Let di = {Y1, Y2, Y3, . . . , Yq} where Yi refers to a single item for i =254
1, 2, . . . , q , then ♦di = Y1 ∨ Y2 ∨ Y3 ∨ . . . ∨ Yq .255
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Consider a transaction ti in our transaction history. Suppose some item, say I , is selected 256
in S but some items are not selected (i.e. di ). If there is a customer behaviour that purchasing 257
I always co-occurs with the purchase of at least one element in di then it would be unlikely 258
for transaction ti to exist after the selection of S. This is because ti contains I and no element 259
in di after the selection, which does not follow the pattern of customer behaviour. The profit 260
generated by ti from I should be removed from our estimated profit. The above customer 261
behaviour can be modeled by the concepts of association rule. We model the cross-selling 262
factor in the total profit of item selection csfactor(di , I ) by con f (I → ♦di ). 263

The rule I → ♦di is called a loss rule. The rule I → ♦di indicates that from the history, 264
whenever a customer buys the item I , he/she also buys at least one of the items in di . 265
Interpreting this as a pattern of customer behaviour, and assuming that the pattern will not 266
change even when some items were removed from the stock6, if none of the items in di 267
are available then the customer also will not purchase I . This is because if the customer 268
still purchases I , without purchasing any item in di , then the pattern would be changed. 269
Therefore, the higher the confidence of I → ♦di , the more likely the profit of I in ti should 270
not be counted. This is the reasoning behind the above definition. 271

The confidence of the loss rule I → ♦di is defined in a similar manner as for the 272
association rule: 273

Definition 4. If di 	= φ, conf (I → ♦di ) is equal to 274

number of transactions containing I and any element in di

number of transactions containing I

If di = φ, conf (I → ♦di ) is equal to 0. 275

Note that if I ∈ di , then con f (I → ♦di ) = 1. 276

The total profit estimates the amount of profit we would get from the set of transactions 277
t1, . . . tm , if the set of items is reduced to the selected set S. From Definition 1, we have 278

Definition 5 (Total profit of item selection (loss rule based)). The loss rule based total 279
profit of item selection S is given by 280

P(S) =
m∑

i=1

∑
I∈t ′

i

prof (I, ti )(1 − conf (I → ♦di ))

where t ′
i = ti ∩ S and di = ti − t ′

i . 281

4.1. On the choice of I → ♦di 282

It may seem that ♦di → I also shows the correlation between di and I , but it is not 283
applicable here. Let us consider an example of a supermarket. Suppose it is observed that 284
whenever a customer buys tea, milk or cream is usually purchased. However, milk or cream 285
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is often purchased without the purchase of any tea. That is, {tea} → ♦{milk, cream} has286
high confidence and ♦{milk, cream} → {tea} has low confidence. If the shop discontinues287
both milk and cream, it can highly affect the sales of tea. We can see that the high confidence288
of {tea} → ♦{milk, cream} will uncover the cross-selling effect. We can also see that the289
rule ♦{milk, cream} → {tea} is not relevant here. In fact, with its low confidence, it would290
indicate that there is no cross-selling correlation.291

Another alternate candidate for the loss rule is I → ∧(di ), where ∧(di ) is the conjunction292
of all items in di . This rule is the implication that the purchase of I will lead to the purchase293
of all items in di . Let us consider another example where the purchase of tea is often294
accompanied by the purchase of milk. However, the purchase of tea has not much relation295
to the purchase of pencil. Therefore, the confidence of {tea} → {milk∧ pencil} is low while296
the confidence of {tea} → {milk∨ pencil} is high. It is clear that if we discontinue milk and297
pencil, then the sales of tea will be affected. However, if the rule of {tea} → {milk∧ pencil}298
is used, then the expected effect on a transaction with tea, milk and pencil will not be299
achieved. Or suppose people usually have their tea with either milk or cream. The confidence300
of {tea} → {milk ∧ cream} is low while that of {tea} → {milk ∨ cream} is high. If the301
rule of {tea} → {milk ∧ cream} is used, then we would not get the expected effect on a302
transaction with tea, milk and cream.303

5. Quadratic programming304

Mathematical programming (or constrained optimization), and its most popular special305
form, linear programming (LP), has found practical applications in the optimal allocation306
of scarce resources. The method has been applied for optimization problems in many307
companies and has saved millions of dollars in their operation (Hiller and Lieberman,308
2001). The petroleum industry was an early intensive user of LP for solving fuel blending309
problems. The problem involves a number of decision variables, an objective function in310
terms of these variables to be maximized or minimized, and a set of constraints stated as311
inequalities in terms of the variables. In LP, the objective function is a linear function of312
the variables. In quadratic programming, the objective function must be quadratic. That313
means the terms in the objective function involve the square of a variable or the product314
of two variables. If s is the vector of all variables, a general form of such a function is315
P = f T s + 1

2 sT Qs where f is a vector and Q is a symmetric matrix. If the variables take316
binary values of 0 and 1, the problem is called zero-one quadratic programming.317

In this section, we propose to tackle the problem of MPIS by means of zero-one quadratic318
programming. We shall show how the problem can be approximated by a quadratic pro-319
gramming problem. Let s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn)T be a binary vector representing which items320
are selected in the set S. si = 1 if item Ii is selected in the output. Otherwise, si = 0. The321
total profit of item selection P can be approximated by the quadratic form f T s + 1

2 sT Qs322
where f is a vector of length n and Q is an n by n matrix in which the entries are de-323
rived from the given transactions. The objective is to maximize f T s + 1

2 sT Qs, subject to324 ∑n
i=1 si = J . The term

∑n
i=1 si = J means that J items are to be selected.325

With some overloading of the term ti , we say that ti = (ti1, ti2, . . . , tin)T is a binary vector326
representing which items are in the transaction ti . ti j = 1 if item I j is in the transaction ti .327
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Otherwise, ti j = 0. Similarly, t ′
i is a binary vector representing which items are selected in 328

S in the transaction ti . di is a binary vector representing which items are not selected in S in 329
the transaction ti . Then, we have the following. For i = 1, 2, . . . , m and j = 1, 2, . . . , n, 330
t ′
i j = ti j × s j and di j = ti j − t ′

i j . 331

ni number of transactions containing item Ii 332
ni j number of transactions containing Ii and I j 333
|Ii1, . . . Ii j | number of transactions containing {Ii1, . . . , Ii j } 334

Observation 1. The confidence con f (I j → ♦di ) can be approximated by 1
n j

∑n
k=1 dikn jk . 335

The above observation is based on the principle of inclusion-exclusion in set theory. To 336
see this, let us consider the numerator in Definition 4 and let it equal g(Ia, di ). 337

Definition 6. Let dl ⊂ I, dl = {Y1, Y2, . . . , Yq} and Ix 	∈ dl , where Yi refers to a single 338
item for i = 1, 2, . . . , q . 339

g(Ix , dl) =
∑

1≤i≤q

|Ix Yi | −
∑

1≤i< j≤q

|Ix Yi Y j |

+
∑

1≤i< j<k≤q

|Ix Yi Y j Yk | − . . . + (−1)n+1|Ix Y1Y2 · · · Yq |

where |Ix Yi Y j ...| is the number of transactions containing the items Ix , Yi , Y j , · · · 340

We have 341

conf (I j → ♦di ) = no. of trans. containing I j and at least one item in di

no. of trans. containing item I j

= g(I j , di )

no. of transactions containing item I j

= 1

no. of transactions containing item I j

×
[ ∑

1≤k≤n

|I j Ik | × dik −
∑

1≤k<k′≤n

|I j Ik Ik′ | × dikdik′

+
∑

1≤k<k′<k′′≤n

|I j Ik Ik′ Ik′′ | × dikdik′ dik′′ − · · ·

+ (−1)n+1|I j I1 I2 . . . In| × di1di2 . . . din

]
(by Def. 5)

≈ min

( ∑
1≤k≤n |I j Ik | × dik

no. of transactions containing item I j
, 1

)

= min

(
1

n j

n∑
k=1

dikn jk, 1

)
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The reason the above approximation is acceptable is that the number of transactions342
containing a set of items J is typically smaller than the number of transactions contain-343
ing a subset of J . Hence |I j Ik Il | is typically much smaller than |I j Ik |, etc. From this344
approximation we can deduce the following theorem.345

Theorem 2. Given Observation 1, the total profit of item selection can be approximated346
by the following quadratic form. P = f T s + 1

2 sT Hs, where f is a vector of size n and H347

is an n by n matrix. f = ( f j | f j = ∑m
i=1 ti j pro f (I j , ti )(1 − 1

n j

∑n
k=1 tikn jk)n)T for j =348

1, 2, . . . , n and H = (h jk |h jk = 2n jk

n j

∑m
i=1 ti j pro f (I j , ti )tik for j, k = 1, 2, . . . , n).349

The proof of Theorem 2 can be found in Appendix 10.350

Corollary 1. P can be approximated by P ′ = f T s + 1
2 sT Qs where Q is a symmetric n351

by n matrix.352

The corollary follows because P = f T s + 1
2 sT Hs = f T s + 1

2 sT Qs where Q =353

(qi j ) and qi j = 1
2 (hi j + h ji ) for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Since the value of si is either 0354

or 1, from the above corollary, we have approximated the problem of MPIS by that of355
0-1 quadratic programming with the maximization of P ′ and an equality constraint of356 ∑

i si = J :357

Maximize P ′ = f T s + 1

2
sT Qs

such that
n∑

i=1

si = J, and si = 0 or si = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n

Any 0-1 quadratic programming problem is polynomially reducible to an unconstrained358
binary quadratic programming problem (Iasemidis et al., 2001). An unconstrained binary359
quadratic programming problem can be transformed to a binary linear programming prob-360
lem (zero-one linear programming) (Beasley, 1998). More related properties can be found361
in Luo et al. (2001) and Horst et al. (2000). Zero-one linear programming and quadratic362
programming are known to be NP-complete (Sahni, 1974). However, there exist program-363
ming tools which can typically return good results within a reasonable time for moderate364
problem sizes. We shall apply such a tool in our experiments which will be presented in365
Section 8.366

The above quadratic programming model can also be enhanced by pushing additional367
constraints. Typically, retailers will have the need to impose several additional restrictions368
related to their retail domain knowledge. For instance, a retailer will only accept the decisions369
from a product selection model in so far that the assortment (after selection) offers sufficient370
variety (assortment width) and alternatives (assortment depth).7371
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6. Algorithm MPIS Alg 372

As quadratic programming may not scale up to large data sizes, we propose next a heuristical 373
algorithm called Maximal-Profit Item Selection (MPIS Alg). This is an iterative algorithm. 374
In each iteration, we estimate a selected item set with respect to each item based on its 375
“neighborhood” in terms of cross-selling effects, and hence try to estimate a profit for each 376
item that would include the cross-selling effect. With the estimated profit we can give a 377
ranking for the items so that some pruning can be achieved in each iteration. The possible 378
items for selections will become more and more refined with the iterations and when the 379
possible set reaches the selection size, we return it as the result. 380

This algorithm takes account of the following factors: (1) We utilize the exact formula 381
of the profitability in the iterations. This should steer the result better towards the goal of 382
maximal profits compared to other approaches such as HAP (Wang and Su, 2002) that do 383
not directly use the formula. (2) With the “neighborhood” consideration, the item pruning at 384
each iteration usually affects only a minor portion of the set of items and hence introduces 385
only a small amount of computation for an iteration. Compared to the HAP approach where 386
the entire cross-selling matrix is involved in each iteration, our approach can be much more 387
efficient when the number of items is large. 388

6.1. Overall framework 389

Before describing the algorithm, we define a few terms that we use. If a transaction contains 390
Ik only, the transaction is an individual transaction for Ik . The individual count ck , of an 391
item Ik is the total number of individual transactions for Ik . The individual count reflects 392
the frequency of an item appearing without association with other items. 393

Let Zk be the set of transactions that contain Ik , the average profit of Ik is given by 394

pk =
∑

ti ∈Zk
pro f (Ik, ti )

|Zk | .

395

ci individual count of item Ii 396
pi average profits of item Ii 397
bi Benefit of item Ii 398
Si estimation set for item Ii 399
ei, j Estimated value of item I j from item Ii ; ei, j = p j ×c j + (p j + pi )×support(Ii , I j ) 400

In the algorithm MPIS Alg, there are two phases—(1) Preparation Phase and (2) Main 401
Phase. In the Preparation Phase, the frequency and the individual count of each item and 402
the size 2 itemsets are returned. In the Main Phase, the benefit of each item is evaluated. 403
Initially the result set contains all items, a number of iterative steps of removing items with 404
minimum estimated benefit proceed until J items remains. 405

In order to estimate the significance of an item in terms of profits, the cross-selling factor 406
should be considered, which depends on a selection set S. Since S does not exist initially, we 407
shall estimate a chosen item set for each item. For each item Ii , we find J − 1 “best” items 408
in its “neighborhood”, the set of the J − 1 items is denoted by Si . Hence the neighborhood 409
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is roughly a set of items that co-occur frequently with Ii with high profits. Set Si is called410
the estimation set for Ii .411

In order to determine set Si , we calculate the following values for all j : ei, j = p j × c j +412
(p j + pi ) × support(Ii , I j ). support(X ) refers to the number of transactions containing413
X in the given database. ei, j is called the estimated value of item I j with respect to item414
Ii . The first part p j × c j is due to the benefit of the individual profit given by item I j as this415
count is not related to other items. The reason is that if an item is highly profitable by itself,416
then it should have a high chance to be selected. The second part (p j + pi )×support(Ii , I j )417
is a profit value given by the items Ii and I j . If the two items co-occur frequently and have418
high individual profits, this value will be higher. Note that the computation of this value419
involves only the supports of size 2 itemsets. It is a simple step in a greedy approach. To420
determine Si , we select the items I j corresponding to the top ei, j values.421

After the estimation set Si is determined for item Ii , we can estimate the resulting profit422
assuming that items in Si ∪ {Ii } are selected. The profit is called the item benefit of Ii ,423
denoted by bi . The item benefit bi is defined as: bi = P(Si ∪ {Ii }), where P() is defined in424
Definition 5. Hence bi models the significane of Ii in terms of profits, with the consideration425
of the cross-selling effect.426

Next, items are ranked by their item benefits, and one item Ix with the lowest item benefits427
is pruned. We shall prune items one at a time until J items are left. After we remove item428
Ix , we need to check the selection Si for each item Ii in I. If Si contains item Ix , it should429
be updated because item Ix has been removed. Thus, Ix is removed from such Si , and we430
have to select the item Ik , which has not yet been selected yet, with the greatest estimate431
value ei,k . Ik will be included into Si . As Si is changed, the benefit bi also has to be updated.432
However, note that it is possible that Si does not change for some Ii if the items in Si are433
not pruned. In such cases, updating of bi is not needed. After updating bi ’s, the items are434
ranked again by bi ’s. Another item is pruned and this process of benefit updating and item435
pruning is repeated until only J items remain unpruned. Next we describe both phases in436
pseudocode.437

Preparation phase438

1. count the number of occurrences of each item, n1, n2, . . . , nn .439
obtain the individual count for each item, c1, c2, . . . , cn440

2. generate all size 2 itemsets, with their counts.441

Main phase442

1. Estimation Set Creation -443
In this step, the estimation sets for all items, S1, S2, . . . , Sn are computed.444
For each item Ii , calculate the estimated value of item I j from item Ii : ei, j = p j ×445
c j + (p j + pi ) × support(Ii , I j ). Among these I j items, choose J − 1 items with the446
highest estimated values.447
Put these items into the estimation set Si for Ii .448

2. Item Benefit Calculation - determine the estimated benefit bi of each item Ii , bi ←449
P(Si ∪ {Ii })450
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3. Item Selection and Item Benefit Update 451
Let I ′ be the set of items that has not been pruned. 452

(a) prune an item Ix with a smallest benefit bx value among the items in I ′ 453
(b) for each remaining item Ii in I ′, 454

455
if Ix is in Si , 456

(i) remove Ix in the set Si . 457
Choose the item Ik which has not been selected yet in Si with the greatest value 458
of ei,k . 459
Insert Ik into the set Si . 460

(ii) Calculate bi ← P(Si ∪ {Ii }) 461

4. Iteration - Repeat Step 3 until J items remain. 462

6.2. Enhancement Step 463

We can add a Item Pruning step in between Step 1 and Step 2 in the above to enhance the 464
performance. It prunes items with apparently small benefit. The basic idea is to compute 465
both a lower value and an upper value for the profit of each item. These values are generated 466
by varying the estimated selection set for an item. 467

1. For each item Ii , calculate Li and Hi , where 468
Li = P({Ii }) and Hi = P(Si ∪ {Ii }) − P(Si ) 469

2. Find the J -th largest value (L J ) among all L j 470
3. For each Ii , remove item Ii if Hi < L J 471

Li is an estimate of the lowest possible profit contributed by Ii ; we assume that the 472
selected set contains only Ii . In this case, the cross-selling effect may greatly reduce the 473
profit generated from Ii . Hi is the opposite of Li ; we assume that the best estimation set Si is 474
selected. Hi is equal to the profit gain from adding item Ii to set Si . Hence the cross-selling 475
effect will diminish the profit to a much lesser extent. 476

Let
∑m

i=1 prof (I, ti )(1−con f (I → ♦di )) be the profit contribution from I in P(S). Since 477
Ii 	∈ Si , the profit contribution from Ii is zero in P(Si ). Hence Hi = P(Si ∪ Ii ) − P(Si ) 478
contains all the profit contribution from Ii in P(Si ∪ Ii ). This value should be greater than 479
or equal to the profit that Ii generates when it is the only item selected (Li ), because of less 480
profit loss from cross-selling factors. Hence Hi and Li satisfy the following property: 481

Lemma 1. Hi ≥ Li . 482

Item Ii is pruned if Hi is smaller than the values of profits of the first J items which have 483
the highest values of L j . The rationale is that Ii has little chance of contributing more profit 484
than other items. 485
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When this pruning step is inserted, Step 2 in the Main Phase above will not need to486
compute the estimated benefit for all items, only the items that remain (are not pruned)487
will be considered when the estimated benefits are computed. However, the set Si would be488
updated if it initially contains items that are pruned.489

Our experiments show that this step is very effective. In the IBM synthetic data set with490
1000 items, if the number of items to be selected, J , is 500, there are only 881 remaining491
items after the pruning step, and the resulting profitability is not affected. Note that if J is492
large, this enhancement step can be skipped.493

The implementation Details can be found in Appendix A.494

7. Genetic algorithm495

Genetic algorithms (GA) are a family of evolution-inspired computational models. A genetic496
algorithm encodes a possible solution of a problem in a chromosome-like data structure.497
The algorithm keeps track of a number of chromosomes in a population. By utilizing some498
reformation operators to these chromosomes in the population, the algorithm can iteratively499
create a new population in order to preserve critical information in the previous population.500

Our genetic algorithm (GA) is based on the steady-state GA described in Syswerda501
(1989). It also uses a strategy of the weaker-parent replacement described in Mahfoud502
(1992) and Cavicchio (1970). The details of the genetic algorithm can be found in Mahfoud503
(1992) and Cavicchio (1970). In our experiment, we adopt the number of generations as the504
stopping criteria.505

Solution representation. We need to represent the solution of MPIS (i.e. which items506
should be selected). There are n items in total. We need to select a set S of items of size507
J out of n items such that the total profit P of such an item selection is maximized. We508
represent the solution as a gene in a binary representation. Each gene is represented by509
an n-dimensional binary vector, v. Each entry vi is either 0 or 1 to represent the choice510
of selection of item Ii for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. If item Ii is selected, vi will be equal to 1.511
Otherwise, vi is equal to 0. In this representation, there is a restriction on the number of 1’s512
such that

∑n
i=1 vi = J . This means that the total number of selected items is equal to J .513

For example, if n = 5 and J = 2, and the selection set S contains I1 and I3, then the vector514
v is equal to (10100).515

Population generation. The initial population contains N genes, each generated with a516
random selection of J items. In binary representation, we just select J positions randomly517
in the genes and set those positions to 1 and other positions to 0. For example, if n = 4 and518
J = 2, and we select I1 and I3 randomly, the gene becomes 1010.519

Fitness function. Our fitness function is the same as Definition 5. That is, given a set S520
of selected items of size J , the total profit of item selection P is:521

P(S) =
m∑

i=1

∑
Ia∈t ′

i

prof (Ia, ti )(1 − conf (Ia → ♦di ))

We can adopt the computation method of P(S) in Algorithm MPIS Alg (See Appendix A).522
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Selection for the second parent. In the algorithm, we need to select two parents for 523
crossover. If there are n genes in the population, n pairs of parents are selected. Each gene 524
in the population is the first gene of one of the pairs. The second parent in the pair is 525
chosen from the population in a roulette wheel approach. Each gene in the population will 526
be evaluated with the fitness function. We can rank all genes in the population according 527
to this fitness value. The gene with the smallest fitness value is assigned rank 1; the gene 528
with the second smallest fitness value is assigned rank 2; ....; the gene with the largest 529
fitness value is assigned with the largest rank. After assigning the rank to each gene, we can 530
calculate the selection probability of a gene G according to the ranks as follows: 531

selection probability(G) = rank(G)∑
x rank(x)

We now introduce the two major operators in GA—crossover and mutation. 532

7.1. Crossover 533

During crossover, a child will be generated from two parents in the following steps: 534

1. The child contains the intersection of the two parent genes, C . That is, the child will 535
contain all items that both parents contain. Let k be the number of such items. 536

2. Usually, the number of selected items generated in Step 1, k, is smaller than the desired 537
number of selected items, J . We need to generate the remaining J − k items chosen 538
from the items in set D, where D is the set containing the items in parent 1 but not in 539
parent 2 and the items in parent 2 but not in parent 1. The method of the selection of 540
J − k items from set D is described as follows. 541
Consider a matrix L . Each entry Li, j in the matrix estimates the profit loss of item Ii if 542
item I j is not selected. We model this entry by 543

Li, j = profit(Ii ) × no. of transactions containing Ii and I j

no. of transactions containing Ii

where prof i t(Ii ) is the total profit of Ii for all transactions. 544
For each item I j ∈ D, we will calculate L j = ∑

Ii ∈C Li, j 545
Rank all items I j ∈ D according to L j , with the smallest value ranked 1, the second 546
smallest ranked 2, . . . and the greatest ranked the highest. 547
Then, we select the remaining items I j from D in a roulette wheel approach with the 548
following selection probability: 549

selection probability(I j ) = rank(I j )∑
Ik∈D rank(Ik)
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This means that those item I j which leads to a larger profit loss if item I j is absent will550
have a higher probability to be selected. This is because if we do not select item I j , then551
there will be a greater profit loss to other items in set C .552

7.2. Mutation553

During mutation, we randomly choose a selected item Is and an unselected item Iu in the554
gene. It is noted that, in a gene, a selected item is represented by 1 and an unselected item555
is represented by 0. Then, we set item Iu to be selected and set item Is to be unselected.556
That means, in the gene representation, we change the bit at the position of Iu from 0 to 1557
and the bit at the position of Is from 1 to 0. For example, if the gene is 1010, and I1 and I2558
are selected as Is and Iu respectively, then the mutated gene is 0110.559

8. Empirical study560

In this section, we report on the performance study of the three proposed algorithms over561
two kinds of data sets—synthetic data set and real data sets. We compare the efficiency of562
our proposed algorithms—QP, MPIS Alg and GA—with the previous best method HAP563
and the naive approach. The naive approach simply calculates the profits generated by each564
item I for all transactions (profit(I ) = ∑m

j=1 prof (I, t j )) and selects the J items with the565
greatest profits.566

We compare our proposed algorithms with HAP. Note that the problem definition of HAP567
is a little different from ours. However, as mentioned in Section 3, the algorithm of HAP568
does not correspond exactly to the problem definition. Instead, HAP relies on a simpler569
rule involving only two items. The reason why we compare with HAP is that it is the state570
of the art in the consideration of item selection with cross-selling effect in the data mining571
literature.572

We use the Pentium IV 1.5 GHz PC to conduct all our experiments. Frontline System573
Solver is used to solve the QP problem. All algorithms other than QP are implemented in574
C/C++. The profitability is in terms of the percentage of the total profit in the data set.575

We have conducted separate experiments for GA in order to study how the parameters of576
GA affects the profitabilities and execution time and determine a set of GA parameters which577
can give good quality results without excessive overhead: two children will be generated578
from each pair of parents, population size is 25 and the number of generations is 20.579

For the experiments with quadratic programming, there are some additional consid-580
erations. We have tried a number of quadratic programming tools, including LINDO,581
TOMLAB, GAMS, BARON, OPTRIS, WSAT, Frontline System Solver, MOSEK and582
OPBDP. We choose Frontline System Solver (Premium Solver—Premium Solver Platform)583
(http://www.solver.com/) because it performs the best out of these solvers.584

Frontline System Solver is built on top of the Microsoft Excel. As Excel has a limitation585
of at most 256 columns, we need to partition the matrices in order to calculate the desired586
quadratic objective function. We use some properties of partitioned matrices. For instance,587
if the number of items is 1000, the matrix Q used in our quadratic programming method588
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is of order 1000 by 1000. We can partition the matrix into 16 submatrices. We utilize the 589
following lemma (Leon, 1998) in our matrix computation. 590

Lemma 2 (Block multiplication). If A = (A11 A12
A21 A22

) where A11, A12, A21 and A22 are 591
matrices of order n1 ×m1, n1 ×m2, n2 ×m1 and n2 ×m2 respectively, and B = ( B1

B2
) where 592

B1 and B2 are matrices of order m1 × 1 and m2 × 1 respectively, then AB = (A11 B1+A12 B2
A21 B2+A21 B2

) 593

8.1. Data sets 594

Synthetic data sets. In our experiment, we use the IBM synthetic data generator in Agrawal 595
(2004) to generate the data set with the following parameters (same as the parameters of 596
Wang and Su (2002)): 1,000 items, 10,000 transactions, 10 items per transaction on average, 597
and 4 items per frequent itemset on average. The price distribution can be approximated by 598
a lognormal distribution, as pointed out in Hull (1997). We use the same settings as Wang 599
and Su (2002). That is, 10% of items have the low profit range between $0.1 and $1.0, 80% 600
of items have the medium profit range between $1.0 and $5.0, and 10% of items have the 601
high profit range between $5.0 and $10.0. 602

We also generate two data sets to illustrate some weaknesses of HAP, as described in 603
Section 3. They are called HAP worst-case data set 1 and HAP worst-case data set 2. For 604
HAP worst-case data set 1, we try to illustrate problem (2) as described in Section III. If 605
there are 10,000 transactions and 1000 items, the first 20 transactions contain only two 606
items, say I1 and I2. In this way a loop containing item I1 and I2 can be generated. Then, 607
only one item randomly selected from the remaining items (i.e. I2, I3, . . . , I1000) is included 608
in each of the remaining transactions (t21, t22 . . . , t10000). The profit distribution is generated 609
similarly as the IBM synthetic data set. 610

We now illustrate how to generate HAP worst-case data set 2. The idea is illustrated 611
in figure 1. Items are divided into two layers: upper layer and lower layer. Items at each 612
layer do not have any cross-selling effect with each other. We form pairs of items, one from 613
each layer. For example, {IA, IB}, {IC , ID} are such pairs. In each pair, such as {IA, IB}, 614
transactions with IA very likely also contain IB , but transactions with IB do not have a high 615
chance to contain IA. The association rule IA → IB has very high confidence, but IB → IA 616
has low confidence. 617

We divide the transactions evenly for each item pair. Suppose there are 10,000 transactions 618
and 1,000 items, hence 500 disjoint item pairs. A set of 20 transactions are related to each 619
such item pair {IA, IB}. Consider a particular pair {IA, IB}. The first half (10 transactions) 620
contains both item IA and IB . The second half (also 10 transactions) contains only item 621
IB but not item IA. Similarly for each of the remaining 499 item pairs, 20 transactions are 622
assigned and divided into the first half and the second half. Let us call the union of the 623
transactions in the 499 first halves as the first-half group. We randomly insert item IB into 624
80 transactions in the first-half group. With this insertion, we create some weak link from 625
the items in the top layer to the items in the bottom layer. Other elements in the lower layer 626
are treated in a similar manner. 627

In figure 1, we observe that the authorities of the items at the lower layer are accumulated. 628
Thus, HAP will choose most of the items at the lower layer. There is little/no correlation 629
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Table 2. Profit distribution of items in real data set.

Profit range Proportion Profit range Proportion

$0.0-$0.1 2.03% $5–$10 10.43%

$0.1-$1.0 25.05% $10–$100 7.75%

$1.0-$5.0 54.59% $100–$400 0.15%

Figure 1. Illustration: Hap worst-case dataset 2.

among them, making the total profit of the selection small. If we assign high profit values630
to the items at the upper layer (e.g. IA) for all transactions but low profit values to the items631
(e.g. IB) at the lower layer, HAP would return poor results. In this data set, the items at the632
upper layer are assigned profits in the high profit range between $5 and $10 while the items633
at the lower layer are assigned profits in the low profit range between $0.1 and $1.0.634

Real data set. The real data set is obtained from a large drug store in Canada over a period635
of 3 month. In this data set, there are 26,128 items and 193,995 transactions. On average,636
each transaction contains 2.86 items. About 40% of the transactions contain a single item,637
22% contain 2 items, 13% contain 3 items, the percentages for increasing sizes decrease638
smoothly, and there are about 3% of the transactions with more than 10 items. The greatest639
transaction size is 88 items. In this data set, the profit distribution of items is shown in Table 2.640

8.2. Experimental results641

8.2.1. Results for synthetic data. We first experiment on the synthetic data sets. The results642
are shown in figures 2–4.8643

For profitability, we observe that, for all data sets, the naive approach gives the lowest644
profitability among all algorithms. This is because the naive approach does not consider any645
cross-selling effect. Naturally the profitabilities of all algorithms increase when the number646
of items selected increases.647

For the HAP worst-case data set 1, the profitabilities of MPIS Alg, QP, GA and Naive648
are similar. HAP gives a much lower profitability. For the HAP worst-case data set 2, GA649
and MPIS Alg give the highest profitability and the second highest profitability among all650
algorithms, respectively. The QP and HAP approach gives the medium results in profitabil-651
ity, and Naive has the lowest results. Note that the QP tool does not guarantee the optimal652
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Figure 2. n = 1000, the profit follows log-normal distribution (NOTE: Profitability lines for MPIS Alg, QP, GA
and HAP are overlapping and execution-time line for HAP is slightly greater than that for naive).

Figure 3. n = 1000, HAP-worst case data set 1.

Figure 4. n = 1000, HAP-worst case data set 2.

solution, and also in our formulation, the objective function of QP is an approximation by 653
the Principle of Inclusion-Exclusion (Definition 6). 654

When the selection size is varied, the execution time of MPIS Alg increases from 0% 655
selection, reaching a maximum when about half the items are selected, and then decreases 656
afterwards. Here the execution time depends on two factors: (1) If there are more items to be 657
selected, the benefit calculation in each iteration is more complex and updates to the benefit 658
are more likely. The initial increase is related to the first factor. (2) When the number of 659
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items selected increases, the number of items to be removed in the iteration step decreases,660
and thus, the number of iterations decreases. The first factor is dominant when the selection661
is below 50% but the second factor becomes dominant in the other cases.662

All algorithms involve the process of the calculation of the total profit as defined in663
Definition 5. The execution time of the calculation depends on two factors: (1) computation664
of the csfactor: As the number of selected items increases from 0%, there is increasing665
chance that both t ′

i and di are non-empty set. That means con f (I j → ♦di ) has to be666
computed. The execution time will be greater. However, if the number of selected items667
approaches 100%, then there is higher chance that t ′

i and di are empty sets. If t ′
i is an668

empty set, we do not need to sum up the profit to the total profit because there are no669
selected items in the transaction. If di is an empty set, then we do not need to evaluate670
term con f (I j → ♦di ). Thus, the execution time will decrease. (2) computation depending671
on the number of selected items: if the number of selected items increases, we have to672
sum up the profit of the selected items, regardless of the term cs factor. So, the execution673
time will increase. In the experimental results we note that the first factor out-weighs the674
second factor, hence we see a increasing and then decreasing trend for both MPIS Alg and675
GA.676

The quadratic programming approach(QP) used in the chosen Solver uses a variant of677
the Simplex method to determine a feasible region and then uses the methods described in678
Hohenbalken (1975) to find the solution. As the approach uses an iterative step based on679
the current state to determine the next step, the execution time is quite fluctuating as the680
execution time is mainly dependent on the problem (or which state the algorithm is in).681

HAP is an iterative approach to find the authority weight of each item. The formula for682
the update of the authority weight is of the form a = Ma, where a is a vector of dimension683
n representing the authority weight of n items and M is an n × n matrix used in HAP684
to update the authority weight. In our experiment, we observe that the authority weights685
converge rapidly.686

The execution time of GAs usually increases with the number of items selected. This is687
because the computation time of the fitness function used in GAs increases with the number688
of items selected.689

QP takes the longest execution time compared with other algorithms. Naive gives the690
shortest execution time as there are only simple operations. HAP gives the second shortest691
execution time for this small synthetic data set. We note that the number of iterations692
involved are quite small. MPIS Alg has the second greatest execution time, but it scales693
much better with increasing number of items, where it can outperform HAP many folds694
(see the next subsection). GA is faster than MPIS Alg as it does not involve a great number695
of chromosomes required for computation. Thus, it runs faster than MPIS Alg.696

8.2.2. Scalability. We have also studied the scalability of the algorithms Naive, MPIS Alg,697
QP, HAP and GA. We have conducted two kinds of experiments. The first one is to study698
the variation of execution time against the number of items n. The other one is to study how699
the number of transactions m affects the execution time.700

Similar to the previous synthetic data sets, we generated a number of data sets by using the701
IBM synthetic data generator (Agrawal, 2004) with the following parameters: 10 items per702
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transaction on average, and 4 items per frequent itemset on average. The profit distribution 703
is approximated by a lognormal distribution (Hull, 1997). 10% of items have the low profit 704
range between $0.1 and $1, 80% of items have the medium profit range between $1 and 705
$5, and 10% of items have the high profit range between $5 and $10. For the experiment of 706
execution time with the variation of the number of items, the number of transactions is set 707
to be 10,000 while the number of items is varied. Similarly, for the experiment examining 708
execution time against the number of transactions, the number of items is set to be 1,000 709
while the number of transactions is varied. For each kind of experiment, we conducted the 710
experiments 5 times with different data sets generated from IBM synthetic data set with 711
different random seeds. The results are shown in figure 5 where the execution time is the 712
average of different random sets. 713

We observe that the execution time of most algorithms increases with the number of 714
transaction and the number of items because most algorithms run longer with a larger data 715
size. However, for the execution time against the number of items n, we observe that the 716
performance of GA decreases quickly with n. Recall that we have generated the data sets 717
with the IBM synthetic data generator. The setting of the number of items per transaction 718
(i.e. 10 items per transaction) is the same for different data sets with different total number 719
of items n. So, with a smaller value of n, there is a higher chance that each item co-occurs 720

Figure 5. Graphs of Execution Time/Profitability against (1) total number of items n with m = 10000 and (2)
total number of transactions m with n = 1000; the profit follows log-normal distribution.
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with other items, or the number of items which co-occurs with an item is greater. This will721
lead to a greater number of branches from each node in FP-tree and FP-MPIS-tree (See722
Appendix A for the description of FP-tree and FP-MPIS-tree). As our implementation of723
computation of the confidence in the objective function is heavily dependent on FP-tree and724
FP-MPIS-tree, more branches are traversed for the computation of the objective function,725
which makes GA slower. Therefore the execution time of GA decreases with n initially.726

For large n, the execution time of GA increases because the total profit requires more727
computation time. This is due to the fact that compared with other algorithms, GA requires728
heavier computations for the objective functions.729

There is another algorithm which does not follow the general trend. For the graph of730
execution time against the number of transactions m, the line of QP remains nearly the same.731
We should note that the fundamental execution time of QP depends on the dimensionality732
of the quadratic objective function, which depends on n and not on m. No matter how the733
number of transactions changes, QP runs for nearly the same execution time.734

The profitabilities of all algorithms increases with the number of items. As described735
above, the chance that two items co-occur is higher with smaller n. Thus, there is a stronger736
cross-selling effect among items. Once some items are missing, the effect of profit loss737
in other selected items is higher. For the same reason, the naive algorithm has a greater738
difference in profitability compared with other algorithms initially.739

8.2.3. Results for the real data set. With the drug store data set, we have conducted740
similar experiments as with the synthetic data. However, the Quadratic Programming (QP)741
Solver (Frontline Systems Solver, http://www.solver.com/) does not handle more than 2000742
variables. In the real data set, there are 26,128 variables (i.e. items), hence it is not possible743
to experiment with our QP tool.744

The results of the experiments are shown in figures 6 and 7. In the results, HAP gives745
the lowest profitability. The reason is as follows. In the dataset, there are some items with746
zero-profit and high authority weight (described in Section 3), yielding a low estimated747
total profit of the item selection. Suppose item Ii has zero profit, it is likely a good buy and748
hence can lead to high support. If there are sufficient number of purchases of other item,749
says item I j , with item Ii and if item Ii usually occur in the transactions containing item750
I j , the confidence of the rule I j → Ii is quite high. This creates a high authority weight for751
item Ii . Items like Ii would lead to smaller profitability for HAP.752

The profitabilities/execution time of MPIS Alg and GA are quite similar, hence in the753
following we only compare MPIS Alg with the naive approach and HAP.754

MPIS Alg gives a greater profitability than the naive approach in the real data set. For755
instance, if J = 20, 902, the difference in profitabilities between these two approaches is756
2%. In the real data set, the total profit is equal to $1,006,970. The difference in 2% prof-757
itability corresponds to $20,139.4, which is a significant value. If J = 8709, the difference758
in profitabilities between the two approaches is about 8%, which corresponds to $80,557.6.759

The execution time of HAP increases significantly when the number of items increases760
compared with MPIS Alg. In HAP, a cross-selling matrix B is updated iteratively. The761
matrix is of the order n × n. For the real data set n = 26, 128, and n2 will be very large.762
Let a be the n × 1 vector representing the authority weight of each item. In HAP, there is a763
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process to update Ma iteratively, where M = BT B. This matrix multiplication of matrix M 764
with vector a is highly costly. Let us consider the memory required for matrix M . If double 765
data type (8 bytes) is used for storage of each entry, then the matrix requires a memory 766
size of about 5.08 GB. If float data type (4 bytes) is required, then about 2.5 GB memory 767
is required. This large matrix cannot fit into the physical memory, causing a lot of disk 768
accesses for virtual memory. Since the matrix M is sparse, a hash data structure can be 769
used, so that only non-zero entries are stored. We have adopted the hash structure for the 770
real data set, and found that less than 5 MB memory is needed. Our results in figures 6 and 7 771
are based on this enhanced hashing approach. However, the computation with this reduced 772
size is still very massive. 773

On average, the execution time of HAP is 6.5 times slower than MPIS Alg when the 774
problem size is large. HAP requires 6 days to find the item selection while MPIS Alg 775
requires about 1 day to find the solution. Since item selection is typically performed once 776
in a while, only when a store should update the types of products it carries, the execution 777
time is acceptable. 778

To summarize, the profit gain and efficiency considerations would make MPIS Alg and 779
GA the better choices for an application. 780

We have also tried other sets of experiments where not all the items are considered but 781
only those above a minimum support threshold of 0.05% or 0.1% are considered. However, 782

Figure 6. The drug store data set (NOTE: Profitability lines for MPIS Alg and GA are overlapping).

Figure 7. The drug store data set when J > 19000 (NOTE: Profitability lines for MPIS Alg and GA are
overlapping)).
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the resulting profitabilities are much lower than those shown in figure 6. This is explained783
by the existence of items that generate high profits but which are not purchased frequently784
enough to be counted given the support thresholds.785

9. On the application of MPIS786

We assume that patterns can be mined from the history of transactions. However, in the787
history we should be cautious of the following possible disturbing events:788

1. Out-of-stock situations: Most supermarkets regularly face periods of temporal unavail-789
ability of particular products. As a result, some customers may purchase a substitute790
product, whilst others may not purchase the product at all.791

2. Promotional actions: Promotional campaigns and product mix of a competing store792
influence purchase behavior of customers in the current store. Promotional effects may793
bias the purchases in a particular product category (say soft drink) towards the most794
advertised products (say Coca-Cola and Pepsi). This is called ‘market concentration’795
in marketing. The historical transactional records of the store will be affected by this796
competitive environment.797

The above problems can be avoided if we keep track of the out-of-stock events and special798
promotions so as to avoid the polluted data. Some kinds of store such as DIY (do-it-yourself)799
stores (i.e. stores where one can purchase screws, bolts, hammers, etc.) would be suitable for800
the product selection framework. DIY stores typically have a limited product assortment,801
with much less alternatives for product substitution, and the purchases are much less driven802
by promotional effects.803

10. Conclusion804

One of the applications of association rule–the maximal-profit item selection problem with805
cross-selling effect (MPIS) is discussed in this paper. We propose a modeling by the loss806
rule, which is used in the formulation of the total profit of the item selection. We propose807
a quadratic programming approach, a heuristical approach and an evolutionary approach808
to solve the MPIS problem. We show by experiments that these methods are efficient and809
effective.810

We believe that there are many opportunities to extend the current work. The heuristical811
method can be enhanced with known methodologies such as hill climbing. Expert knowledge812
can be included in the methods, and the definition of the problem can be changed in different813
ways to reflect different user environments. For example, item selection can be considered814
with an additional taxonomy of categories. Each item may belong to a specific category.815
For example, item cheese belongs to category dairy products which belongs to food while816
item pencil belongs to category stationery. The problem can be formulated as item selection817
such that the number of selected items in each category should be greater than or equal to818
a user-defined number, or as a problem of category selection instead of item selection.819
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Another investigation is possible if we have the customer identity in each transaction. 820
We can study the behaviour that a customer may switch to another store altogether when 821
some items are missing. In this case, not only the transactions of a customer with some 822
missing items are interesting, but the other transactions by the same customer will also be 823
of interest. 824

Appendix A: Proof of theorem 825

Theorem 2. Given Observation 1, the total profit of item selection can be approximated 826
by the following quadratic form. P = f T s + 1

2 sT Hs, where f is a vector of size n and H 827

is an n by n matrix. f = ( f j | f j = ∑m
i=1 ti j pro f (I j , ti )(1 − 1

n j

∑n
k=1 tikn jk)n)T for j = 828

1, 2, . . . , n and H = (h jk |h jk = 2n jk

n j

∑m
i=1 ti j pro f (I j , ti )tik for j, k = 1, 2, . . . , n). 829

Proof: 830

P =
m∑

i=1

∑
I j ∈t ′

i

pro f (I j , ti )(1 − con f (I j → ♦di )) (byDef.2)

≈
m∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

t ′
i j pro f (I j , ti )

(
1 − 1

n j

n∑
k=1

dikn jk

)

=
m∑

i=1

(
aT

i s + 1

2
sT Hi s

)

where 831

ai = (gi1 gi2 ... gin)T , gi j = ti j pro f (I j , ti )

(
1 − 1

n j

n∑
k=1

tikn jk

)

for j = 1, 2, . . . , n

Hi = A =
( a11 a12 ... a1n

... ... ... ...

an1 an2 ... ann

)
where a jk = 2ti j prof (I j , ti )tikn jk

n j

P ≈
m∑

i=1

(
aT

i s + 1

2
sT Hi s

)
=

m∑
i=1

(aT
i s) +

m∑
i=1

(
1

2
sT Hi s

)

=
(

m∑
i=1

aT
i

)
s + 1

2
sT

(
m∑

i=1

Hi

)
s

= f T s + 1

2
sT Hs
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where832

f =
m∑

i=1

ai = ( f1 f2 ... fn)T

where833

f j =
m∑

i=1

ti j pro f (I j , ti )

(
1 − 1

n j

n∑
k=1

tikn jk

)
for j = 1, 2, . . . , n

H =
m∑

i=1

Hi =
(h11 h12 . . . h1n

. . . . . . . . . . . .

hn1 hn2 . . . hnn

)

where834

h jk = 2n jk

n j

m∑
i=1

ti j prof (I j , ti )tik for j, k = 1, . . . , n

835

A. Implementation details of MPIS Alg836

Here we describe how some of the steps in MPIS Alg are implemented. Some sophisticated837
mechanisms such as the FP-tree techniques are employed to make the computation efficient838
even with a large amount of items and transactions.839

B.1. Preparation phase840

The individual count of each item can be derived if the database is scanned. For each841
transaction ti , check whether the transaction ti contains only one item, Ik . If yes, increment842
the individual count ck . This counting can take place together with the counting of the item843
occurrences n1, . . . , nn .844

The size 2 itemsets are kept in a hash table with a hash function on the sum of the item ids845
of the two items in each set. The count of each itemset is kept in the table. This facilitates846
the computation of ei, j when the support of such itemsets are needed.847

B.2. Reading transactions from an FP-tree848

In a number of cases, computation requires that the transactions in the database are ex-849
amined; for example, in the preparation step, when we generate all size 2 itemsets; in the850
item benefit calculation, to determine the profit of a selection. If we actually scan the given851
database, which typically contains one record for each transaction, the computation will be852
very costly. Here we make use of the FP-tree structure (Han et al., 2000). We construct an853
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FP-tree FPT once for all transactions, setting the support threshold to zero, and recording 854
the occurrence count of itemsets at each tree node. With the zero threshold, FPT retains all 855
information in the given set of transactions. Then we can traverse FPT instead of scanning 856
the original database. The advantage of FPT is that it forms a single path for transactions 857
with repeated patterns. In many applications, there exist many transactions with the same 858
pattern, especially when the number of transactions is large. These repeated patterns are 859
usually processed only once with FPT . From our experiments this mechanism can greatly 860
reduce the overall running time. 861

B.3. Mining size 2 itemsets 862

The size 2 itemsets are mined by a modified FP-growth algorithm with the constraint that 863
the maximum size of itemsets mined should be 2. This mining is similar to the mining 864
of frequent itemsets of all lengths in FP-growth. The difference is as follows. Suppose an 865
FP-tree T has a single path P. In normal FP-growth, the complete set of the frequent itemsets 866
of T can be generated by enumerating all the combinations of the subpaths of P. However, 867
in our case, we generate the combinations of itemsets of size 2 only. 868

B.4. Calculating profit with the FP-MPIS-tree 869

In the definition of the profit of an item selection P(A) (see Definition 5), we need to 870
compute the number of transactions containing some item I and any item in set di (the 871
value of g(I, di )), where I ∈ A and di ⊆ I − A. This is computed for many selections 872
for each iteration, hence the efficiency is important. For this task, we use the FP-MPIS-tree 873
(Han et al., 2000) data structure. 874

In the FP-MPIS-tree, we divide the items into two sets, I − A and A. Set A corresponds 875
to items selected while I− A contains those not selected. The items in set I− A are inserted 876
into FP-MPIS-tree near to the root. Similar to the FP-tree, the ordering of items in each set 877
in the FP-MPIS-tree is based on the frequencies of items. An example is shown in figure 8. 878

Figure 8. An example of an FP-MPIS-tree.
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In this example, the set of selected items is A = {I3, I5, I6} and the set of unselected items879
is I − A = {I1, I2, I4}, where I = {I1, I2, . . . , I6}.880

To compute g(Ia, d), we first look up the horizontal linked list (dotted links in figure 8)881
of item Ia in the FP-MPIS-tree. For each node Q in the linked list, we call the function882
parseFPTree(Q, d). The function returns a count, we add up all the counts returned from883
the nodes Q and it is the value of g(Ia, d).884

Function parse FPTree(N , d) computes the number of transactions containing item Ia885
and at least one item in d in the path from root of FP-MPIS-tree to N . Starting from the886
node N , we traverse the tree upwards towards the root of the FP-MPIS-tree until we find887
a node M containing one element in set d or we hit the root node. If M exists, the count888
stored in node N is returned. The call of function parseFPTree(N , d) is quite efficient as889
we do not need to traverse downwards from node N . This is because all nodes below node890
N are selected items, no item in d will be found below N .891

A further refinement for the FP-MPIS-tree is to insert only transactions that contain both892
selected and non-selected items. For transactions with only selected items, the profit for893
each selected item is simply given. For transactions with only non-selected item, the profit894
contribution will be zero. This refinement can greatly reduce the size of the FP-MPIS-tree.895
Note also that the FP-MPIS-tree is built from the FP-tree FPT and not from the original896
database. We adopt the refinements above in all of our experiments.897

B.5. Item benefit update898

In each iteration, after we remove item Ix , we need to check the selection Si for each item899
Ii in I ′. If Si contains item Ix , it should be updated because item Ix has been removed, and900
also a new item Ik will be selected to be included into Si . As Si is changed, the benefits bi901
also have to be updated.902

Let S′
i ∪ {Ix } be the selection before we remove item Ix while S′

i ∪ {Ik} be the selection
after we have removed item Ix and added item Ik in the selection Si . We can do the item
benefit update by scanning only those transactions T containing item Ix or item Ik . The
scanning is based on FPT and is highly efficient by making use of the linked lists starting
from the header table. Let P ′(A, T ) be the profit of the item selection A generated by
transactions in T . The item benefit is updated as follows.

bi ← bi + P ′(S′
i ∪ {Ik}, T ) − P ′(S′

i ∪ {Ix }, T )

The computation of P ′(A, T ) can be done in a similar manner as P(A) but P ′(A, T )903
considers only transactions T , instead of all transactions. As there are fewer transactions904
in T compared to the whole database, the update can be done very efficiently.905
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Notes 913

1. The problem is related to inventory management which has been studied in management science; however, 914
previous works are mostly on the problems of when to order, where to order from, how much to order and the 915
proper logistics (Taylor, 2001). The selection of items is also related to the problem of product assortment and 916
shelf management (Brown and Tucker, 1961; Borin and Farris, 1995; Urban, 1998). 917

2. This definition is a generalization of the case where the profit of an item is fixed for all transactions. We note 918
that the same item in different transactions can differ because the amount of the item purchased are different, 919
or the item can be on discount for some transactions and the profit will be reduced. If the profit of an item is 920
uniform over all transactions, we can set prof (I, ti ) to be a constant over all i . 921

3. From marketing research/practice, we know that customers may purchase substitute products (e.g. different 922
package size or different brand) when their favourite product is not available. In this case, the sales of the 923
selected item I are not necessarily lost due to the absence of the set D because missing items in D may be 924
substituted by other items. Some related work in this aspect are (Gruen et al., 2002; Campo et al., 2003; Kok 925
and Fisher, 2004). It will be interesting to consider such item substitution in future work. 926

4. However, Brijs (2002) refines the original PROFSET and provides a decision alternative based on the strength 927
of the dependency measured by log-linear analysis. 928

5. However, an indirect assessment (by excluding each item iteratively from the objective function) can be adopted 929
in order to obtain a relative ranking of the selected items. This is because the objective function provides a 930
quantitative assessment of the profit value of each product as a result of removal of this item from the optimal 931
product set. From these profit values, a ranking can be derived. 932

6. Our model is based on the assumption that the purchase pattern will not change. For a more refined model, 933
more elaborate before-after analysis must be undertaken but which could be too costly with the large number 934
of products in a typical application. 935

7. Here we illustrate how to add the constraints on the assortment width and assortment depth. Suppose there 936
are K categories in the store and the retailer would like to have items in at least W categories. We introduce 937
K binary variables associated with each item Ii , say Ci,1, Ci,2, . . . Ci,K . If Ii belongs to Category Ci,1, then 938
Ci,1 = 1, otherwise, Ci,1 = 0. The binary assignments to Ci,2, . . . Ci,K are similar. Also introduce K binary 939
variables w j which can take on values of 0 or 1. Suppose D j is the assortment depth requirement for category 940
C j (i.e. the minimum number of items in the category C j ). The assortment depth and width can be achieved 941
by enforcing 942

1.
∑n

i=1 Ci, j si ≥ D j w j for each category C j , 943

2.
∑K

i=1 w j ≥ W 944

8. In figure 3, the profitability lines for MPIS Alg, QP, GA and naive are overlapping and execution-time lines 945
for MPIS Alg and HAP are slightly greater than that for naive. For figure 4, the profitability lines for QP and 946
HAP are overlapping and execution-time line for HAP is slightly greater than that for naive. 947
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